There are many composers who specialize in writing music for movies, and John Williams is perhaps the most famous of all. What about his movie music has moved so many audience members over the years? This guide explores some of the elements that have made Williams’ music so beloved.

Students can use the activities in this mini-guide to prepare for viewing the DSO’s accompanying “virtual” ECS performance, a compilation of previously recorded pieces curated for educational purposes during the shutdown. The concert will air on Facebook Live and be publicly available after on YouTube and the DSO’s streaming service, DSO Replay.
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Meet the Composer

“I never would’ve imagined that I’d have the opportunities I’ve had. And young people can’t possibly imagine how far and how high their efforts can reach.”

- John Williams discussing his career path in 2015

John Williams has become one of the most recognized names in both music and film. In addition to his famous film music scores, he has extensively composed and conducted for symphony orchestras.

Born in New York in 1932, Williams grew up around music. His father was a professional percussionist with the CBS Radio Orchestra. Williams started learning the piano and later learned several other instruments, including the trumpet, trombone, and clarinet.

In 1948, when Williams was a teenager, his family moved to Los Angeles. After high school, he spent time studying composition privately as well as at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), Los Angeles City College, and the Julliard School.

In 1951, Williams was drafted into the United States Air Force. Some of his assignments included conducting and arranging for the Air Force Band!

He was the Principal Conductor of the famous Boston Pops Orchestra from 1980 to 1993, and is now its Laureate Conductor. He has appeared as a guest conductor with many orchestras around the world.

Williams has composed music for over 100 films and is particularly known for scoring many of the films of director Steven Spielberg. Williams has received 52 Academy Award nominations for his film work (only Walt Disney has more!). He has won five for his scores of Fiddler on the Roof, Jaws, Star Wars, E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, and Schindler’s List, among many other awards and honors.

In addition to his film music, Williams has composed themes for the Olympic Games (in 1984, 1988, 1996, and 2002), for television, and even for President Barack Obama’s 2009 inauguration. He also has written many pieces for concert orchestras, including a symphony, 18 concertos, and more.

Many modern composers, whether writing for film or a concert hall, now use electronic tools to help them write their music. Williams still prefers to compose his music at a piano with a pencil and paper! He also tries to compose something new every day, no matter how big or good the composition is. He thinks that is important to keep doing his best work.

Reflect: What about John Williams’ life stands out to you? Is there anything that surprises you?

Note: Words in bold are defined in the Glossary on Page 10!
ACTIVITY 1
Music at the Movies!

Read the John Williams quote below about the connection between music and movies. Use it to help you answer the questions that follow.

“I think what we have discovered is that music and film can’t be separated...I think it’s impossible to ever measure it, but music and film are sister arts that live together and depend on each other.”

- John Williams discussing what music adds to film

Think of two movies you love. Name the main character(s), identify the setting, and think of a short, one sentence summary of the plot.

1st Movie: ______________________________________________________

Main Character(s): ________________________________________________

Setting: _________________________________________________________

Plot: ____________________________________________________________

2nd Movie: ____________________________________________________________________________

Main Character(s): ________________________________________________

Setting: _________________________________________________________

Plot: ____________________________________________________________

Reflect on the two movies you chose. Describe the music in each. Is there a lot of music in the movie? What kind(s) of music are used?

1st Movie: _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2nd Movie: _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
“But what’s more interesting to me is that because of this symbiotic relationship between music and film, we will continue to hear wonderful film music in the future. There will be young generations coming along, countlessly coupling audiovisuals together in imaginative ways. And we’re seeing it already.”

- John Williams

Reflect on the above statement. Do you think writing music for film can push composers to develop their music in new, innovative ways? Why or why not? Do some research on well-known film composers and try to find examples that support your argument.

Middle School: Write your response in a paragraph of at least five sentences. Be sure to include introductory and concluding sentences!

High School: Write your response in a five paragraph essay. Be sure to include introductory and concluding paragraphs and citations on any sources used.

In what ways does the music add to the film’s characters or setting?
One of the most widely recognized elements of John Williams’ movie music is how thematic it is. But what does that mean? Musical themes are easily recognizable phrases that a listener associates with a specific character, place, or idea.

**Warm Up**

Ask someone in your family to hum a theme from *Star Wars*, *Jaws*, *Harry Potter*, or *Jurassic Park*.

Could they do it? If they have seen any of those movies, chances are they could. That’s because the musical scores John Williams wrote for all of them have very strong themes, which are tied to important characters or powerful emotions within the films.

*Make Connections: If someone asked you to think of a song that makes you happy, would you be able to hum it? What about a song that makes you sad, excited, or another emotion?*

**Lesson**

A theme is built on something called a motif: a melody, harmony, or rhythm that a composer gives special significance. Often, the motif is repeated or altered to create meaning in the music. Motifs created for a specific character, place, or idea are called also called leitmotifs.

- **Melodic motif:** a series of notes that a listener hears as one phrase. Most leitmotifs are melodic.

- **Harmonic motif:** a specific chord (group of notes) that a composer uses to signify something.

- **Rhythmic motif:** a pattern of notes that a listener hears as one phrase.

Composers use themes and motifs in all sorts of music, but they are particularly helpful for film music. Williams identifies two main uses of motifs in his movie music:

1. Melodic leitmotifs that audiences identify with a certain character or idea on-screen (or makes audiences think of them when they are off-screen).

2. Harmonic or rhythmic motifs that tell the audience something about a character’s emotions from scene to scene. Williams says he often makes this type not memorable on purpose, because it is meant to subconsciously affect the audience.

*Review: What are the three kinds of motifs?*

*Reflect: In your Warm Up earlier, which kind of motif do you think built the theme your family member hummed for you? Why?*

**Section 2 Reference:**

ACTIVITY 2
Develop Your Motif!

When composing for a film, Williams has said he often works with the director to develop motifs and themes that fit certain characters, places, and ideas. In this activity, you can be both the director and composer to create a theme!

**Step 1: Choose the Subject!** What is inspiring the theme? Your inspiration could be a character, setting, event, or anything else you can imagine.

Example 1: I’ll create a character named Rupert the Elephant.

Example 2: I’ll create a scene with a car chase, where a villain is chasing after a hero.

**Step 2: Think About What Defines Your Subject.** How would you describe your subject to someone else?

Example 1: As an elephant, Rupert is really big. He’s very smart and likes to play practical jokes on other elephants. Unlike elephants you would see in real life, which are gray, he is yellow with purple spots.

Example 2: The car chase is obviously very fast and exciting. Both the hero and the villain have fancy sports cars with big, loud engines and squeeling tires.

**Step 3: What Sort of Motif(s) Will You Use?** Will your theme have a melodic leitmotif that an audience will easily remember? Will it be something rhythmic or harmonic that creates certain emotions for your audience? If you want to challenge yourself, your theme can have more than one type of motif!

Example 1: Because Rupert the Elephant is a character, I want to create a leitmotif to represent him. He’s a very silly character with a funny appearance, so the melody will need to sound light and happy.

Example 2: I want to create a feeling of excitement with my theme, so I will use a rhythmic motif. The rhythm will be very fast and repetitive, which will remind the audience of the repetitive sounds they might hear from a roaring car engine.

**Step 4: Create Your Theme!** Use whatever methods you would like to craft your motif(s). Sing, clap, use (or create) a musical instrument, or even write out the music if you can. Let your creativity loose!

Example 1: Because Rupert the Elephant is a character, I want to create a leitmotif to represent him. He’s a very silly character with a funny appearance, so the melody will need to sound light and happy. I will also use a silly rhythm for the melody that will make people picture him walking or dancing around.

Example 2: I want to create a feeling of excitement with my theme, so I will use a rhythmic motif. The rhythm will be very fast and repetitive, which will remind the audience of the repetitive sounds they might hear from a roaring car engine.

**CLICK HERE TO PLAY!***

Example 1: Rupert’s Theme

```
\( \text{Example 1: Figure} \)
```

**CLICK HERE TO PLAY!***

Example 2: Car Chase Theme

```
\( \text{Example 2: Figure} \)
```

*Included audio files require Adobe Reader or other PDF software to play.
SECTION 3
What is Orchestration?

John Williams’ film scores are famous for their distinctive orchestrations. **Orchestration** is how a composer writes the music to use instruments for specific purposes. An orchestrator has to decide which instruments to use and what melodies, harmonies, and rhythms each instrument will play.

So what does John Williams do when he orchestrates? For one, he often uses a full symphony orchestra, which means including string, brass, woodwind, and percussion instruments. That means writing music for dozens of musicians!

By using a full orchestra, Williams is able to write a wide variety of music and use it very dramatically in a movie, just like you might hear in an exciting symphony in a concert hall. And like a symphony, his scores use all of the different instruments to create many different emotions and effects.

**Example 1: Moving Melodies**

Many composers begin writing their music on the piano, and then orchestrate the melodies, harmonies, and rhythms for the full ensemble. The choice of instrument can have a huge impact the audience.

In the Main Theme for *Star Wars*, John Williams gives the melody to the brass, who play a bright and exciting fanfare. Then, he passes the melody over to the strings, who play with a soft, fluid sound that is very different from the brass.

Check out the Detroit Symphony Orchestra playing the Main Theme by scanning the QR code or using the link on the right. Listen as the first 30 seconds of melody in the brass changes over to the new melody in the strings.

**Reflect:** How would the music make you feel if both melodies were only played by the brass or only played by the strings? Do you think it would have the same effect?

**Example 2: Ensembles**

Imagine if, instead of using an orchestra, John Williams had orchestrated his *Star Wars* score for a different ensemble. Look at the examples below:

1. A rock band
2. A choir (with no instruments)
3. All percussion instruments

His music would sound pretty different, wouldn’t it? He might even have to cut or modify parts of the music! Plenty of orchestrators use rock bands or other types of ensembles in their movie scores. It all depends on what kinds of emotions and thoughts that film directors and composers want to give to their audiences.

**Fun Fact:**

*“Composer” Doesn’t Always Mean “Orchestrator”*

Composers do not always orchestrate their own music. Some write their music for a certain instrument or group of instruments, then someone else orchestrates it for a different ensemble.

John Williams actually got his start in Hollywood by playing piano and orchestrating music for other famous film composers, including Franz Waxman and Alfred Newman!

By the 1970s, **synthesizers** (instruments that make music electronically) and smaller music ensembles were gaining popularity over orchestras in film scores. However, the huge success of John Williams’ music for films like *Jaws* (1975) and *Star Wars* (1977) encouraged movie studios to produce more films with music from full orchestras!
ACTIVITY 3
Orchestrate At Home

It’s your turn to become a master orchestrator! Follow the steps below to create your own musical ensemble. You will have to decide which instruments to include and how you will use them.

**Step 1: The Film.** What kind of film score are you orchestrating? Is the film set in the future, up in outer space? Or is it set in the past, with castles and knights?

**Step 2: The Instruments.** What sorts of instruments will you include? How will they help you create a score that fits with your film? Try to include at least three instruments in your ensemble.

**HINT!** Even if you don’t have instruments at home, you can still orchestrate! Try making your own instruments out of items from around your house. Check out the guide to instrument types down below for some ideas, and be sure to ask for permission before using anything!

**Step 3: Orchestrate!** How is each instrument used? What sort of emotions or effects can your ensemble create because of the instruments you chose or created?

**Bonus 1: Try Out Your Theme.** Orchestrate the theme you created in Activity 2 for your ensemble. Can all of your instruments play your theme? How does the theme change when played by each instrument?

**Bonus 2: Switch It Up!** Add to or change the instruments in your ensemble. How will this affect your film score?

### INSTRUMENT GUIDE:
The Five Types of Instruments

- **Aerophone:** An instrument that uses air to produce sound, like the trumpet, flute, or oboe.
  Household examples: paper towel rolls, pop bottles

- **Chordophone:** An instrument that uses stretched strings to produce sound, like the violin, guitar, or harp.
  Household examples: rubber bands, yarn

- **Electrophone:** An instrument that either produces sound electronically or electronically amplifies the sound of one of the other types of instruments, like the theramin, electric guitar, or electronic keyboard.
  Household examples: cell phone, computer

- **Idiophone:** An instrument that uses a solid material (such as wood, metal, or stone) to produce sound, like the xylophone, gong, or shakers/rattles.
  Household examples: different size pots or pans, rulers

- **Membranophone:** An instrument that uses a stretched membrane to produce sound, like the bass drum, snare drum, or bongo drums.
  Household examples: buckets, boxes

### Section 3 References:
Terms are in order of use

**Music score:** The written parts of every instrument in a piece of music.

**Theme:** An easily recognizable musical phrase that a listener associates with a specific character, place, or idea.

**Motif:** A melody, harmony, or rhythm that a composer gives special significance.

**Melody:** A sequence of musical notes that a listener can identify as a musical idea.

**Harmony:** Musical notes played at the same time to create chords. Harmonies can be pleasant or unpleasant to hear, depending on which notes are used.

**Rhythm:** The pattern of notes in music.

**Leitmotif:** A motif created for a specific character, place, or idea.

**Melodic motif:** A series of notes that a listener hears as one phrase. Most leitmotifs are melodic.

**Harmonic motif:** A specific chord that a composer uses to signify something.

**Rhythmic motif:** A pattern of notes that a listener hears as one phrase.

**Chord:** A group of three or more notes that creates a harmony.

**Orchestration:** The job of composing or adapting music for an orchestra or other musical ensemble.

**Fanfare:** A ceremonial (usually short) melody played on brass instruments. It is often used as an introduction.

**Synthesizer:** An electronic instrument (often a keyboard) that creates sounds using audio signals.

**Aerophone:** An instrument that uses air to produce sound.

**Chordophone:** An instrument that uses stretched strings to produce sound.

**Electrophone:** An instrument that either produces sound electronically or electronically amplifies the sound of one of the other types of instruments.

**Idiophone:** An instrument that uses a solid material (such as wood, metal, or stone) to produce sound.

**Membranophone:** An instrument that uses a stretched membrane to produce sound.